Finite Element Analysis Of Drum Brake Assembly
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Finite element analysis of automobile drum brake assembly was made in this article. First brake drum assembly 3D model including brake drum, brake shoe, brake block, and friction plate was established; then finite element analysis of drum brake assembly was made, considering the friction between assemblies as well as the relative sliding between brake shoe and brake block, brake block and friction plate. The simulation of automobile’s braking was relatively authentic, drum brake’s stress and displacement deformation at work was analyzed. The results showed that with fixed brake drum, left and right brake shoes’ load was completely symmetric, stress and displacement distribution was also completely symmetric; in the process of braking, one side brake shoe’s stress and displacement were obviously bigger than the other side, max stress occurred on one side brake shoe’s internal end face.

1. Introduction

Brake is the most important safety components in automobile braking system (Chen Jiarui (2010), Fang Yonglong (2005), Benincá (2015), Yu Zhisheng (2009), Abd Rahman (2014)), and it has great meaning to make in-depth analysis of automobile brake (Abu-Bakar (2009), John Fenton (1996), Lee, J.M (2001), Pereira (2013), Hamid (2013)). This article made a certain car’s drum brake research object and made calculation and analysis with finite element analysis software.

2. Buildup of Model

2.1 Buildup of Parts Model

Before model drawing, this model’s specific structure and size should be made clear. It was suggested that this modeling adapt the car drum brake’s size and structure and make simplification to it. Schematic structure of drum brake was as shown in figure 1. The simplified drum brake assembly (Rudolf (1992), Shi Wenku (2005),) was made up of 7 parts: brake drum, left and right brake shoes, two pieces of brake blocks and two pieces of friction plates, in which left and right brake shoes, two pieces of brake blocks and two pieces of friction plates were completely symmetry. Left shoe assemble can be made first, then right shoe assemble was generated using Mirror when assembling. Figure 2(a-d) are respectively 3D model of brake drum, brake shoe, brake block and friction plate already built.
2.2 Assembly of Brake Parts
Well-built part models were fitted and brake assembly was generated. As brake working conditions simulation was needed to make finite analysis, brake shoes assembly should rotate around the pin to be tangent to brake drum. This assembly constrain was a difficulty. Brake shoe and brake block, as well as brake block and friction plate were mutually restrained by contact. Then rotate restrained brake shoe assembly around the pin to be tangent to brake drum. Figure 3 is brake assembly built well.

![Brake assembly](image)

**Figure 3: Assembly of brake module**

3. Build-up of Brake Assembly’ Finite Element Model

3.1 Grid Generation
Firstly grid generation to well-built brake assembly was made. First order tetrahedral grid C3D4 was adopted. Sum total of grids was 157516 as divided. Generated unit sums are shown in Table one. Generated grid model figure are shown in Figure 4. In the process of grid generation, in addition to paying attention to grids quantity, grid generation on mutual contacting components’ contacting surface should be well coordinated. Namely grids’ shape and size should be as consistent as possible, so as to get fair convergence in finite element calculating and analyzing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of parts</th>
<th>Unit type</th>
<th>No. of units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brake drum</td>
<td>First order tetrahedral C3D4</td>
<td>62094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left brake shoe</td>
<td>First order tetrahedral C3D4</td>
<td>31755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left brake block</td>
<td>First order tetrahedral C3D4</td>
<td>6535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left friction plate</td>
<td>First order tetrahedral C3D4</td>
<td>9445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right brake shoe</td>
<td>First order tetrahedral C3D4</td>
<td>31699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right brake block</td>
<td>First order tetrahedral C3D4</td>
<td>6497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right friction plate</td>
<td>First order tetrahedral C3D4</td>
<td>9491</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to correctly define contact relation in finite element analysis, module parts’ contact surfaces needed to be defined as well. 6 pairs of 12 contact surfaces were needed to set up this assembly structure. There were 2 pairs of contact surface between brake drum and left/right friction plates, 2 pairs of contact surface between left/right friction plates and left/right brake plates, and 2 pairs of contact surface between left/right brake plates and left/right brake shoes. In addition, impel power applying loading surface would be built up.

### 3.2 Definition of Material Property

On the basis of material applied in and consulting relevant material manual, components’ material property was obtained and showed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of parts</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Density/kg-m-3</th>
<th>Young Modulus/MPa</th>
<th>Poisson's Ratio</th>
<th>Strength of Extension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brake drum</td>
<td>HT250</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>130000</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left brake shoe</td>
<td>HT200</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>80000</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left brake block</td>
<td>HT200</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>80000</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left friction plate</td>
<td>moulded material</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>13000</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right brake shoe</td>
<td>HT200</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>80000</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right brake block</td>
<td>HT200</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>80000</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right friction plate</td>
<td>moulded material</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>13000</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3 Build-up of Contacting Relation

Contacting relations of the 7 pairs of contact surfaces established in Section 3.1 was defined, in which tie binding constraints was adopted between friction plate and brake block, as well as between brake block and brake shoes. General frictional contact was adopted between friction plate and brake drum. Selection of friction films, not only hope that the friction coefficient is higher, and the fever is good, the temperature and pressure effect. High friction coefficient is not easy for the pursuit of friction materials. We should increase the stability of the friction coefficient and reduce the sensitivity of the brake to the deviation of the normal value of the friction coefficient. In general, the higher the friction coefficient, the worse the wear resistance of the material. Therefore, under the assumption of ideal conditions to calculate the brake torque, the $f=0.3$ can make the calculation results close to the actual value.

### 3.4 Load and Boundary Conditions

Reasonable load and right constrain applied on finite element model were directly related to the accuracy of finite element calculation results. This model’s only external applied load was wheel cylinder impel power’s effect, whose strength and function direction given by foregoing chapters. In order to simulate the relative sliding between brake drum and friction plate, as well as exert rotational displacement to drum and solve the braking torque more easily, coupling rigid connection unit was applied on drum’s end face, and center node was drum’s axis. Displacement boundary condition was relatively complicated: for brake shoe, pin hole internal end face degrees freedom was constrained, only rotation degrees freedom around the axis was reserved; for brake drum, brake drum coupling center node degrees freedom was constrained, only rotation degrees freedom around the axis was reserved.

Drum brake force diagram was as shown in Figure 5. According to the calculation of certain parameters, impel power was exerted on contact surface between brake shoe and brake cylinder, with power of 7050N. When making finite element calculation, this load was exerted by uniform pressure load. To change impel power load into pressure load, it only need to be divided by brake area. Brake area can be acquired by measuring three-dimensional geometrical modeling’s corresponding surface, which is 1374.256 mm², and magnitude of load was acquired as 5.13MPa.
4. Calculation and Solution

Finite element solver was used to solve. In order to simulate the contact relation between brake shoe module and brake drum, it was accomplished by two steps. First fix the brake drum, and brake shoe components would press brake drum tight under the effect of impel power. This process had no brake torque, so left and right shoes’ results should be symmetric. Then rotate brake drum coupling center node displacement for a small angle, and rely micro dependent variable to simulate the generating of brake torque.

5. Result Analysis

5.1 Results of Fixed Brake Drum

Brake drum had no displacement in this process. As left and right brake shoes’ load was completely symmetric, the distribution of stress and displacement was also completely symmetric. Figure 6 and 7 are brake shoe module’ stress nephogram and displacement nephogram. As there were no brake torque applied, stress value was smaller, max stress only 5.638MPa, almost equal with impel power load.
5.2 Results of Brake Drum with Displacement and Strain

In this process, as small rotational displacement was applied to brake drum to simulate brake torque, left and right brake shoes' stress and displacement became not symmetric any more. This process needed to apply displacement to brake drum, so unlike 5.1's analysis, it calculated and output brake drum's calculation. Figure 8 and 9 are brake module's stress nephogram and displacement nephogram.

As can be seen from the figure, one side brake shoe's stress and displacement were obviously bigger than the other side, which was completely in conformity with leading trailing shoe brake's operating principle that is one side's braking force was greater than the other side's (Nguyen (2015), Kaminsk (2013), Van (2012)). This result had reasonability. As is shown in stress nephogram, max stress occurred on one side brake shoe's...
internal end face. Max stress value was 19.63MPa, which was far less than material’s compression strength value. Therefore this design’s drum brake module’s strength can meet requirements.

6. Conclusions
By infinite element analysis of brakes, the following conclusion can be drawn:
(1) With fixed brake drum, left and right brake shoes’ load was completely symmetric, so stress and displacement distribution was also completely symmetric. Figure 4 and 5 are brake drum module’s stress nephogram and displacement nephogram. As there was no brake torque applied, stress value was smaller, max stress only 5.638MPa, almost equal with impel power load.
(2) In the process of braking, one side brake shoe’s stress and displacement were obviously bigger than the other side, which was completely in conformity with leading trailing shoe brake’s operating principle, that is one side’s braking force was greater than the other side’s. This result has reasonability. As is shown in stress nephogram, max stress occurred on one side brake shoe’s internal end face. Max stress value was 19.63MPa, which was far less than material’s compression strength value. Therefore this design's drum brake assembly's strength met requirements.
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